Sonographic real-time imaging of tissue perfusion in a porcine haemorrhagic shock model.
Injection of fluorescence-labelled microspheres (FMs) in pigs allows only the postmortem determination of organ perfusion. Colour duplex ultrasound (CDU) and contrast-enhanced ultrasound were established as techniques for real-time imaging of tissue perfusion in a porcine haemorrhagic shock model. Haemorrhagic shock was provoked in nine domestic pigs by taking at least 15% of the calculated blood volume. Ultrasound examinations were performed with a Hitachi HI VISION Ascendus. SonoVue was injected for contrast-enhanced ultrasound. Monitoring of the resistive index and time-to-peak ratio enabled quantification of tissue perfusion in vivo during the entire study, allowing real-time differentiation of animals with systemic shock versus failing shock effect. Postmortem analyses of injected FMs confirmed the sonographic in vivo results. Determination of the resistive index and time-to-peak ratio by CDU and contrast-enhanced ultrasound allowed real-time monitoring of tissue perfusion. Effects of haemorrhagic shock and therapeutic approaches related to organ perfusion can be observed live and in vivo.